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Let (X, X, ~1) be a o-finite measure space and L,(p) = L&Y, Z, p), 1 < 
p < 03, the usual Banach spaces of complex-valued functions. Let {Tt : t > 0} 
be a strongly continuous semigroup of positive L,(p) operators for some 
1 < p < co. Denote by RA the resolvent of {T,}. We show that f E&(P) 
implies kIZJ(x) -f(x) a.e. as h - co. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, Z, p) be a u-finite measure space and L&) = j&(X, Z, ,u), 
1 < p ,( co, the usual Banach spaces of complex-valued functions. 
Let {T,: t > 0) b e a strongly continuous semigroup of positive &&) 
operators for some 1 <p < co. This means that (i) ]I Tf lip < co, 
t 2 0; (ii) T,,, = T,T, , s, t > 0; (iii) ]I Tsf - T,f (Ip ---t 0 as s + t 
for any f EL&); (iv) 0 < f E&(P) * T,f > 0, t >, 0. To simplify 
the notation we assume To = I; all results hold with appropriate 
modification if To # I. 
There exists M > 0, CK > 0 such that 11 T, lip < Meat, t > 0 
[6, p. 2321. For h > a and f E L,(p), we define 
R, = s 
m e-^“Ttf dt, 
0 
where the integral is defined in the sense of Bochner [3, p. 791. It is 
well known (see [2, p. 196; 5, p. 1031) that given f EL&A) the vector 
T,f has a representation T,f(x), defined on R+ x X, such that T,f( e) 
is in the equivalence class of T,f for all t > 0. This representation is 
unique modulo sets of product measure zero. For all h > 01, e+‘TJ (x) 
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is integrable with respect to the product measure on R+ x X. 
Additionally there is a p-null set E(f), independent of X > 01, outside 
whichJTe-nlTJ(x) dt exists and, as a function of x, is in the equivalence 
class of JF e-AIT,f dt for any h > 01. We define RJ (x) =Jr rAtTtf (x) dt 
for x $ E(f) and define it arbitrarily for x E E(f). 
Our goal in this note is to prove the following: 
p+% &f(x) = f(z) a.e. (*I 
for any f E I+(p) and {T,} a strongly continuous semigroup of positive 
L,(p) operators. This result generalizes a theorem proved by the 
author in [4]. There he showed that if p > 1 (*) holds for a strongly 
continuous semigroup of positive contractions. In case p = 1 he 
proved (*) for an arbitrary strongly continuous semigroup of Lr(p) 
contractions. Earlier results involving pointwise convergence appeared 
in [l, p. 1781. The question of the existence of lim,,, hR,,f with 
respect to some topology is considered in [3] and elsewhere. 
MAIN RESULTS 
Before establishing our main result we prove one preliminary lemma. 
We set St = e-BtTt for some /I > 01. 
LEMMA. Let (Tt: t > 0} b e a strongly continuous semigroup of 
positive L&A) operators for some p, 1 < p < co. There exists a measure 
m, equivalent to p, and a positive function h such that, if we dejke P,f = 
WfhYh for f ELJm), then Pt can be extended by continuity to an L,(m) 
operator and {Pt} b ecomes a strongly continuous semigroup of positive 
L,(m) contractions. The measure m is such that f E L&L) implies 
h’h +J(m)- 
Proof. Suppose first that p > 1. We note that the adjoint semi- 
group (St*) of positive L&L> operators, where q = p/( p - l), is 
weakly continuous. Sincel&) is reflexive {St*} is strongly continuous. 
Set g = Jr S,*g’ dt for some 0 -C g’ EL&). Then g EL,&) and for 
any t 2 0, 
S,*g = lrn S,*g’ dr < im S,*g’ dr = g. 
Also for any f ELp+(,u), f + 0, we have (f, g) = (.fr SJ dt, g) > 0 
since Jr S,f dt > 0 and + 0. Hence g > 0 a.e. on X. Setting 
h = gll(p--l) we have 0 < h and h EL&L) since hP = 9~. We define 
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m(A) = JA hP dp, A E Z, and P,f = S,(fh)/h for f EL,(~). Clearly 
m - II. We note that the map I’: f --t fh is an isometry of L,(m) onto 
L,(p) and that P, is simply V-lStl? It is thus obvious that (Pt} is a 
strongly continuous L,(m) semigroup with 11 P, [lp = [I S, lip . Since 
the adjoint I’*: L&FL) --f L&m) is given by V*f = f/hp-1 it follows that 
Pt*, which equals V*S1*( V-l)*, is given by 
P,*f = [S,*(fhp-l)]/hP-1 = s,*(fg)/g 
for fcL,(m). Th us P*(l) < 1, t > 0, which implies 11 P,* Ilrn < 1 
since P,* is positive; it follows that [I P,fIj, < llflli for fEL,(m) and 
consequently that Pt can be extended to a positive contraction of 
L,(m). It is easy to show directly, by an approximation argument, 
that {P,}, regarded as an L,(m) semigroup, is strongly continuous. 
Finally, it is clear that f E L,(p) implies f/h E L,(m). 
Now consider the casep = 1. Set S,’ = e-B”T, for some OL < ,& < ,i3 
and let u = Jr S,lf dt for some 0 < f EL,(~). We note that u > 0 
a.e. on X, 24 EL&), and St’u < u for all t > 0. Defining v(A) = 
JA u dp for A E Z and 
Qtf = S,(fu)/u = e(8-B’)tSt’(fi)/u 
for f CL,(u), we see that 11 Q1 II1 = II S, II1 < Me-(B-U)t and 11 Q1 Ilrn < 
E(+B’)~. By the Riesz convexity theorem, II Qt IJP < Me-@-B’)” (we 
may assume M > 1). We now fixp, 1 < p < co. By the argument in 
[2, p. 6891 we have that &J1}, regarded as an LJv) semigroup, is 
strongly continuous. Set g = Jr Qt*g’ dt for some 0 < g’ E L,(Y) n 
L,(v). We note that Q1*g f g for all t > 0 and that for any A E Z, 
(XA > d = la (Qtx~ >g') dt 
Hence II g Ilrn < co. Now define e, = gVp--l, m(A) = JA VP du, and 
PJ = Qt(fv)/v forf E L,(m). Then, as in the first paragraph, {Pf} is a 
strongly continuous semigroup of positive L,(m) contractions. Setting 
h = uv, we have 
Ptf = Qt(fv)/v = St(f4luv = St(fW 
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for f EL,(m). Clearly m - p since m - v and v - p. Also dm = 
(dm/dv)(dv/dp) dp = vpu dp which implies that if f ELI(P) then 
f/h E L,(m) since 
j Iflhldm = j Ifl vp--l dp G II vp-l llm j If I dp. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. Let (T,: t > 0) be a strongly continuous semigroup of 
positive L,(p) p t f o era ors or some 1 < p < 00. Then lim,,, hR,f (x) = 
f(x) a.e. for any f EL&). 
Proof. By our lemma and the theorem in [4] we have lim,,, hJJ(x)= 
f(x) a.e. for any f EL,(m). We have used Jnf to denote J: emAtPJ dt. 
We have that f c L&) implies f/h E L,(m). Also 
JAW = [l” e-‘“Stfdt]/h = [4+,flP 
for all h > 0. Hence 
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